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Objectives


Describe the public health risk assessment used by
CDC when a person with suspected Ebola is on a
flight



CDC process for use of passenger locator forms



Messaging to passengers and partners



Conducting an Ebola contact investigation involving
exposure on a commercial flight

Ebola Public Health Risk Assessment


Ensure traveler is stable. If in doubt, immediate medical transport



Ill traveler is typically removed from the plane to perform the risk
assessment before other passengers disembark



Assessment includes a review of possible exposures and symptoms



Can quickly rule out Ebola in a majority of cases



CDC has performed this assessment 40+ times involving commercial
flights since July 2014



If the incident takes place at an airport without CDC staff onsite,
Emergency Medical Services can perform the assessment with
telephone input from CDC

Ebola Public Health Risk Assessment
Exposure Questions







Ask flight crew to delay deboarding
Don personal protective equipment right before interacting with
ill passenger
First, we confirm travel history to a country with Ebola in past
21 days
If yes, we remove ill traveler from aircraft for further
assessment

Ebola Public Health Risk Assessment
Symptoms







If traveler is severely ill or unable to provide history
due to illness, transport by Emergency Medical
Services
Focus questions on symptoms that were present
over the past 48 hours only
Take ill traveler’s temperature
For the purpose of traveler evaluation, symptoms
consistent with Ebola include:
 Fever: measured temperature of ≥100.4o F / 38o C or feeling
feverish*
 Other symptoms: severe headache, muscle pain, vomiting,
diarrhea, stomach pain, unexplained bleeding or bruising

Ebola Public Health Risk Assessment

Triggers for
medical evaluation
Classification

High / Some
Risk

Low (but not zero)
risk

Medical Evaluation
Any of the following:
fever, severe headache,
muscle pain, vomiting,
diarrhea, stomach pain,
unexplained bruising or
bleeding
Any of the following:
fever, vomiting,
diarrhea, unexplained
bruising or bleeding

No Medical Evaluation

Asymptomatic

No fever, vomiting,
diarrhea, unexplained
bleeding

Note: This slide refers to travelers who have traveled to a country with Ebola in
the past 21 days.
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Use of Passenger Locator Forms for Ebola






At this time, CDC protocol involves distributing passenger
locator forms to all passengers and crew on flight if an ill
traveler identified onboard is sent for medical evaluation for
suspected Ebola
Often helpful to have multiple team members to pass them out
Announcement is read
A traveler health alert notice (T-HAN) accompanies the form to
provide additional information and action steps

PUBLIC HEALTH ANNOUNCEMENTS (PHAS)
Read when assessment suggests
possible risk of Ebola:
• Please remain seated for an
announcement.
• An ill traveler on board our flight has
been evaluated by public health
officials.
• We would like to provide you with
information.
• Please read this notice carefully and
keep it for the next 3 weeks.
• We are also asking you to fill out a
form with information about how
you can be reached in the next
3 weeks, just in case public health
officials need to contact you.

PASSENGER LOCATOR FORM (PLF) AND
TRAVEL HEALTH ALERT NOTICE (T-HAN)
 If Ebola is suspected during an onboard response, distribute PLFs and
T-HANs to all passengers and crew on board.
 Ask flight attendant to read onboard script for SCENARIO 2: POSSIBLE
PUBLIC HEALTH RISK and PLF instructions.
 Collect PLFs before passengers disembark.
 Organize the PLFs according to exposure
and proximity to ill passenger.
 Mark with a check those passengers and
crew considered contacts and place these
PLFs on top of pile.
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Messaging to passengers and partners


Website link on T-HAN for updates:
http://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/flightinfo/

Three template entries for the different scenarios. Cities listed here are just examples.

Month DD, 2014
 XXXX Airlines flight #XXX from Brussels, Belgium to Newark, New Jersey: The sick
passenger is under observation. Suspicion of Ebola is very low.
• Follow up/Action requested: As we learn more about this sick passenger’s status, we
will update this site. Revisit this page at a later date for updated information.

Month DD, 2014
 XXXX Airlines flight XXXX from Brussels, Belgium to Newark, New Jersey: The sick
passenger does not have Ebola. You were not exposed to Ebola or any other illness of public
health concern.
• Follow up/Action requested: No action is needed.

Month DD, 2014
 XXXX Airlines flight XXX from Brussels, Belgium to Newark, New Jersey: The sick
passenger has been confirmed to have Ebola.
• Follow up/Action requested: If you were on this flight, please call this number for
further information: XXX-XXX-XXXX.

Messaging to passengers and partners



Rapid contact with airline partners also a priority
Guidance for cleaning and managing plane can be found here:
http://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/prevention/cleaning-commercialpassenger-aircraft.html

Conducting an Ebola air contact investigation


http://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/prevention/cleaning-commercialpassenger-aircraft.html

Conducting an Ebola air contact investigation

Conducting an Ebola air contact investigation

Conducting an Ebola air contact investigation

Conducting an Ebola air contact investigation

CDC’s “Monitoring and Movement” Guidance

www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/hcp/monitoring-and-movement-of-persons-with-exposure.html
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Selected CDC Resources
• http://www.cdc.gov/quarantine/air/managing-sick-travelers/ebolaguidance-airlines.html
• http://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/page/ebola-outbreak-communicationresources
• http://www.cdc.gov/quarantine/air/managing-sicktravelers/commercial-aircraft/infection-control-cabin-crew.html
• https://www.youtube.com/embed/DgOsEFtLDlU?autohide=0&enable
jsapi=1&playerapiid=491822&modestbranding=1&rel=0&origin=http:
//www.cdc.gov&showinfo=0&wmode=opaque
• http://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/prevention/cleaning-commercialpassenger-aircraft.html

Conclusions








Ebola public health assessment is very similar to all DGMQ
responses to illnesses on commercial flights and a general set
of principles can be used.
The initial assessment is not a physical exam and can be
conducted by non-medical staff.
Symptoms and exposure risk level of the ill traveler play a role
in multiple decision points.
Guidelines for contact investigations are based on expert
opinion and may change over time.
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Questions?
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